
 

 

TERM ONE  TERM TWO 

WORD 
Part of 

Speech 
DEFINITION  WORD 

Part of 

Speech 
DEFINITION 

1. important adjective having great meaning or effect  1. responsible adjective reliable or capable 

2. nudge verb to give a small push to, especially with your elbow  2. disagree verb to differ or fail to agree 

3. attempt verb to try  3. shelter noun protection from bad weather, danger and so on 

4. praise verb to say that you admire and approve of  4. allowance noun money given for a special purpose 

5. reward noun something given or received in return for work or help  5. decided verb having firmly made up your mind 

6. snug adjective comfortable and warm  6. famous adjective well known 

7. troop noun a group or band of people, animals or things  7. fancy adjective ornamental 

8. grip noun a firm hold  8. binoculars noun double magnifying glasses for both eyes, used for making 

distant objects seem nearer 

9. groom verb to brush, comb and generally keep clean and neat in 

appearance 

 9. ledge noun a narrow flat shelf sticking out from something upright 

10. rainforest noun thick forest in moderately warm to very hot areas which have 

heavy rainfall and high humidity 

 10. chest noun the front part of your body, from your neck to your waist 

 

TERM THREE  TERM FOUR 

WORD 
Part of 

Speech 
DEFINITION  WORD 

Part of 

Speech 
DEFINITION 

1. patient adjective putting up with delay, annoyance, and so on, without getting 

annoyed or without complaining  

 1. nervous adjective excited, uneasy or frightened, especially about something 

that is going to happen 

2. nectar noun a sweet liquid produced by plants and made into honey by 

bees 

 2. officer noun someone who holds a rank in the army, navy, air force or 

police force 

3. dozen noun a group of twelve  3. constant adjective going on without stopping 

4. grace noun beauty of appearance or movement  4. polish verb to make shiny by rubbing 

5. swoop verb to sweep down through the air  5. saying noun something wise that’s often said 

6. relative noun someone who is part of your family  6. slither verb to slide along like a snake 

7. ignore verb to take no notice of  7. poison noun a substance which causes death or illness if you swallow it 

8. especially adverb particularly or more than usually  8. trance noun a dazed state in which you are not fully conscious 

9. require verb to need  9. hypnotise verb to put under hypnosis 

10. guide verb to show the way  10. fascinate verb to attract and hold the interest of completely 
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